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Employee Classifications
New Employees
All new employees must complete a 90 day introductory period. The introductory period is a trial
period during which a supervisor carefully observes and evaluates job performance.

Regular Employees
A regular employee is an employee who is scheduled to work all available straight-time hours
during their normal shift.

Part-Time Employees
Part-time employees are regularly scheduled to work less than. If the normal workweek is based
on 40 hours, a part-time employee is someone that is generally scheduled for less than 30 hours
per week. Part-time employees are not eligible for benefits.

Temporary Employees
Temporary employees are hired through an outside agency for a period of time, dependent upon
needs and conditions at CW Ohio, Inc. Time worked through temporary agency does not apply
to the 90 day introductory period. Temporary employees are not eligible for benefits.
Seasonal Employees
Seasonal employees are schedule to work for a predetermined, limited period of time. Seasonal
employees are not eligible for benefits.

Hours of Work, Pay and Time Cards
Hours of Work for Nonexempt Staff
Workweek and Workday
For purposes of the Fair Labor Standards Act, the workweek consists of seven days beginning
immediately after 12:00 midnight on Saturday and ending at 12:00 midnight the following
Saturday. The workday is the 24-hour period beginning immediately after 12:00 midnight and
ending the following 12:00 midnight.
Regular Work Schedule
A regular work schedule normally consists of eight hours of actual work in a workday, but this
may change, depending on the needs of the business and your individual job duties. Your
supervisor will inform you of your scheduled hours and any changes to that schedule.
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Rest and Meal Periods
You will receive lunch and meal periods consistent with state law. Your supervisor will instruct
you when your meal and rest periods will occur.
Overtime Work for Nonexempt Staff
CW Ohio will determine when overtime is necessary and who will work overtime.
You will be paid at the rate of one and one-half times your regular straight-time rate of pay for
all hours you actually work in excess of 40 hours in a workweek.
Assigned overtime is mandatory. Late arrival or failure to report for mandatory overtime is
treated as a tardy or absence under CW Ohio’s attendance policy.
Payday Policy
Regular paydays are every Thursday.
Time Records
It is your responsibility to make sure that you record accurately the hours you worked. Altering,
falsifying or completing another employee’s time and attendance record is strictly prohibited and
is grounds for discipline, up to and including termination.
If your time card is lost or the time clock is not working properly, you must immediately notify
your supervisor.
It is your responsibility to do the following:
 Have all hours worked reviewed and initialed by your supervisor or lead-person;
 Have all overtime hours initialed by your supervisor;
 Complete the time card on a daily basis; and
 Sign the time record.
Pay Deductions for Exempt Staff
CW Ohio is committed to complying with federal and state laws regarding permissible
deductions from the wages of employees who are exempt from overtime. We do not intend to
deduct from exempt employees’ pay for absences where such deductions are inconsistent with
exempt status under federal or state law. The general rule is that if an exempt employee works
part of a workweek, the employee’s salary cannot be reduced because of variations in the quality
or quantity of work, although there are a number of exceptions.
Please examine your paycheck stub each pay period to verify that we paid you the correct
amount. If you believe that we made an improper deduction from your pay, please bring it to the
attention of the HR Department immediately. If we determine that we made an improper
deduction, you will be reimbursed promptly for the amount deducted incorrectly.
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Your Paycheck
Your payroll stub itemizes deductions made from your gross earnings. By law, the Company is
required to make deductions for Social Security, federal income tax and any other appropriate
taxes. These required deductions also may include any court-ordered garnishments. Your payroll
stub will also differentiate between regular pay received and overtime pay received.
If you believe there is an error in your pay, bring the matter to the attention of the Manager of
Human Resources immediately so the Company can resolve the matter quickly and amicably.
Your paycheck will be given only to you, unless you request that it be mailed, or authorize in
writing another person to accept your check for you.

Show-up time/Meeting Attendance
Employees who are schedule to work, report to work, but work is cancelled, will receive a
minimum of (two hours) pay. Unless they were notified ahead of time not to report to work by
their supervisor.
Employees, who work outside of their normal work schedule due to urgent situations, will be
paid all hours worked. If it is less than four hours, they will receive a minimum of four hours
pay.
Employees who are schedule to attend mandatory meetings or training sessions for the company
will be paid for their attendance.

Direct Deposit
CW Ohio encourages employees to use direct deposit. Authorization forms are available from
the Human Resource Department.

Salary Advances
CW Ohio does not permit advances on paychecks or against paid vacation time.

Employee Benefits
Retirement Plan
CW Ohio sponsors a 401(k) retirement plan for eligible employees. Employees should refer to
their copy of the Summary Plan Description (SPD) for details on eligibility, enrollment
(contribution requirements, if applicable), vesting, plan benefits and how to access benefits.
Employees can obtain a copy of the SPD from and direct questions to the Controller.
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CW Ohio reserves the right to interpret, amend, modify or terminate any and all of the terms and
conditions of the retirement plan. In the event that there is any discrepancy between the terms set
forth in this handbook and those in the SPD, the SPD will control.
Group Insurance Program
 CW Ohio provides eligible employees the opportunity to participate in Group Insurance
Programs.
 Core Plan
 Buy up Plan
 Information on premium costs and payroll deduction information may be obtained from the
HR department.
 Employees should refer to their copy of the Summary Plan Description (SPD) for details on
eligibility, enrollment, plan benefits and how to access the benefits. Employees can obtain a
copy of the SPD for each program from and direct benefit questions to HR Department.
 CW Ohio reserves the right to interpret, change, modify or terminate any or all of the terms
and conditions of the Group Insurance Programs. In the event that there is any discrepancy
between the terms set forth in this handbook and the SPD, the SPD will control.
Continuation of Health Insurance Coverage
If your health insurance coverage ends, you may have rights to continuation coverage. Options
for health insurance continuation are explained in your SPD.

Vacation Policy
Because CW Ohio, Inc. recognizes the importance of vacation time in providing the opportunity
for rest, recreation and personal activities, we grant annual paid vacations to our full-time regular
employees.
Our vacation base year runs from January 1st to December 31st. Accrued vacation must be taken
within the base year after accrual. We do not allow carryover of accrued vacation from one year
to another.
After an employee has been credited with one year of continuous service, the following vacation
schedule applies:
Vacation Schedule
After 1 year of service and a minimum of 1000 hours worked

80 hours

Depending on the quarter you were hired in, vacation hours will be available as follows:
1st Quarter
100% 80 hours
2nd Quarter
75% 60 hours
rd
3 Quarter
50% 40 hours
4th Quarter
25% 20 hours
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For every 2 years of service, an employee may earn up to 8 hours of vacation time, to a
maximum of 160 hours. Vacation hours will be available after January 1st of the following year.
Employee must work 1000 hours per calendar year to be eligible.

Vacation Pay
Vacation pay is computed at a rate equal to your straight time hourly rate at the time the vacation
is taken.
Schedules
You may schedule vacations in conjunction with breaks, holidays and/or regularly scheduled
days off with the approval of your supervisor.
You are encouraged to plan your vacations as far in advance as possible. If there is any conflict
in scheduling a particular date, conflicts will be resolved in the sole discretion of the company
consistent with operational needs.
Your supervisor must schedule and authorize vacations, generally at least one month in advance.
We also reserve the right to schedule vacation during planned shutdowns.
Vacations are generally to be taken one week at a time. However, recognizing the need for time
for appointments, short-term leaves, etc., we will allow you to take vacation in ½-hour
increments with prior approval of your supervisor. Again, remember that during our busy
season, we will generally not be able to grant such short-term vacations.

Vacation also accrues in full-year increments based on your anniversary date of employment—
we do not prorate vacation. For example, if you are hired on July 1, 2011, you will become
eligible for one week of vacation on July 1, 2012, to be taken anytime within the next 12 months.
If you work another six months, you do not accrue any more vacation, nor will you receive pay
for any unused vacation upon termination (either voluntary or involuntary).
Whenever a company-approved holiday falls within an employee’s vacation period, we do not
count it as part of the employee’s vacation.
Forfeiture
Vacation will not be granted as part of the two-week notice period. If we terminate an employee,
or upon separation of employment the accrued but unused vacation will be included with the
final paycheck
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Holidays
CW Ohio grants the following holidays as paid holidays to qualified employees:











New Year’s Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Thanksgiving
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Eve
Christmas Day
Floating day to be announced by Company each year

You are eligible for holiday pay if you meet all the following conditions:
 You have worked for CW Ohio for at least 90 days prior to the paid holiday; and
 You worked the last regularly scheduled workday before and the first regularly scheduled
workday after the holiday unless excused in writing by the company; and
 You are a regular full-time employee, not a temporary or part time employee.
Holiday pay is computed at your regular job rate of pay, including any applicable shift
differential, but not to exceed regular scheduled hours.
Under company policy, as a special thank-you to an employee working on a paid holiday, you
will be paid one-and-one-half your regular rate of pay for hours worked on the paid holiday. We
may require that work be scheduled on these days as operations, markets, etc. may demand.

Work Rules
Violation of any work rule may result in discipline, up to and including discharge. The list of
rules below does not contain every rule or possible standard of conduct expected from our
employees, but it states many of the more fundamental rules. If you are unsure about what is
expected of you in a certain circumstance, please ask your supervisor.
Nothing in this listing of work rules is intended to conflict with the “Employment at Will” policy
in this Handbook. Our interpretation and judgment of whether or not a rule has been violated is
final and binding.
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Prohibited conduct includes:
1. Violating safety rules or safety practices.
2. Violating the substance abuse policy.
3. Engaging in horseplay, scuffling or throwing things.
4. Failing to immediately and accurately report an on-the-job injury.
5. Being tardy or absent without authorization or notification.
6. Missing scheduled workdays without notifying us.
7. Contributing to unsanitary conditions or poor housekeeping.
8. Smoking in unauthorized areas.
9. Causing loss or waste of material or parts due to carelessness.
10. Unauthorized use of company phones.
11. Posting, altering or removing any matter on bulletin boards on company property unless
specifically authorized.
12. Being dishonest or committing a fraudulent act or breach of trust.
13. Recklessly driving or exceeding safe driving rules while on company property.
14. Threatening, intimidating, coercing or interfering with fellow employees on company
property or on company business.
15. Using profane, abusive or threatening language.
16. Leaving the plant during the work shift without permission.
17. Working overtime without authorization or failure to work assigned overtime.
18. Failing to follow job instructions, verbal or written, insubordination.
19. Stealing, misusing, destroying or removing from company premises without authorization
any company property or the property of any employee.
20. Using company facilities, equipment time or materials without authorization.
21. Restricting production or causing, creating or participating in a disruption of any kind during
work time or on company property.
22. Provoking or instigating a fight or fighting during work hours, on company property or on
company business.
23. Engaging in criminal conduct whether or not it is related to job performance.
24. Sleeping on the job during work hours.
25. Falsifying any company records, including employment information.
26. Recording the work time of another employee, allowing any other employee to record your
work time or allowing falsification of any time card, whether your own or another
employee’s.
27. Engaging in any other conduct or omission that we, in our sole discretion, believe to be
adverse to the best interests of our organization.
28. Carrying firearms or any other dangerous weapons at any time on company propery. Except
as permitted by Ohio Senate Bill 199.
29. Violating any company rule, policy or procedure.
CW Ohio Policy 2013
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Misconduct or violation of company policies, rules or procedures may result in a verbal or
written warning, a suspension with or without pay or termination. We will base the type of
discipline we administer upon the facts of each particular case as determined by us.
None of the above standards of conduct or work rules are intended, nor shall they have the effect,
of interfering or inhibiting any employee in the exercise of any right guaranteed or protected by
law.

Attendance Policy
Our Expectations
CW Ohio, Inc. expects all employees to be on time, at work and ready to work a full shift as a
condition of hire and continued employment. Absenteeism, early departures and late arrivals
burden your fellow employees. While it is recognized that it may be necessary for you to be
absent occasionally, it is important that absences be kept to a minimum.
You are expected to take care of personal affairs and obligations at a time other than during
working hours. However, if it is necessary to be off for personal convenience, prior approval
must be received from your immediate supervisor. In reviewing that request, he or she will take
into consideration the operating needs of his or her department. You may also want to review our
“Leaves of Absence” policy.
Call-in Requirements
If you will be absent from work for any reason, it is absolutely necessary for you to personally
call the absentee hotline (593-5800) half hour before the start of your scheduled shift; unless an
unforeseeable event or an emergency prevents you from giving advance notice. In the case of an
unforeseeable event or emergency, you must personally notify the Human Resource department
within two hours after the event or emergency. Notice of the employee’s absence from a spouse,
parent or other person is not acceptable, unless an emergency prevents you from making this
personal contact. You must state why you are unable to attend work and must leave a phone
number where you can be reached. Notifying us of an absence or tardiness does not excuse the
absence or tardiness. Upon request, you may be required to furnish proof satisfactory to us to
substantiate the reason for absence or tardiness. Any employee who knowingly falsifies
information relating to their absence will be disciplined. Incarceration for any alleged criminal or
civil law violation is not a valid excuse for not following this call-in policy.
In addition you may send an email or a text message to an account designated by your
supervisor, PROVIDED that you and your supervisor mutually agree to this process ahead of
time. Your email or text must state the reason you will be absent and for how long. Sometimes
delays may occur in delivery of text and email messages. You are still required to call the
Absentee Hotline, even if you have sent an email or text message.
Failure to call in violates the call-in policy and will lead to disciplinary action up to and
including termination.
CW Ohio Policy 2013
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Doctor’s Release and Status Reports
A doctor’s release may be required after any illness. A doctor’s release may be required
verifying that you are able to return to work following an injury or illness.
If you have provided us with medical documentation that you will be off work for more than one
week due to an injury or illness, you are required to contact the HR Department once each week
to report the status of your ailment and anticipated return-to-work date, unless you arrange
another schedule. Reporting requirements are the same for both on the job and off the job
injuries and illnesses. Failing to comply with these reporting requirements may result in
disciplinary action.
If needed in order for an employee to be able to perform the essential functions of a job, CW
Ohio may grant reasonable accommodation in complying with these policies to individuals with
disabilities if it does not cause undue hardship to our operations or cause a direct threat to health
and safety. However, regular attendance and promptness are considered part of each employee’s
essential job functions.
Discipline
Excessive absenteeism or tardiness may lead to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination of employment. Other continuing patterns of absences, early departures or tardiness,
regardless of the exact number of days, may warrant disciplinary action. We will consider your
record of tardiness, unexcused absences, excessive excused absences, suspensions, personal days
off, leaves of absence and nonindustrial sickness or injury resulting in time missed. However,
any absences or tardies that are protected by state or federal law will not count against your
attendance record.

Lactation Breaks
Subject to certain exceptions, employees who are nursing may take an unpaid 30-minute break
during each four hours of a shift to express breast milk after the birth of a child. The Company
will make reasonable efforts to provide a private location. Employees will not be retaliated
against for exercising their rights under this policy.

Drug and Alcohol Policy
Please see attachment
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Leaves of Absence
Disability Leave
Short-term disability pay is available to eligible employees who suffer a non-work-related injury
or illness that prevents them from working. Employees are eligible for short-term disability pay
if they have been continuously employed by us for at least one year. Payment is made at the rate
of 60% of basic weekly earnings up to $300.00 of your regular nonovertime weekly wages for 12
weeks.
To verify the need for disability leave, we may request medical certification from your treating
physician or from a physician selected by us. Upon returning from disability leave, you must
provide a fitness-for-duty certification from your health care provider.
Family and Medical Leave
The federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) entitles eligible employees to take up to 12
weeks of unpaid leave in a 12-month period for the reasons below. In situations where an eligible
employee is caring for a military servicemember with a serious injury or illness, the maximum
period of total FMLA leave is 26 weeks in a single 12-month period beginning on the first day
the employee takes leave for this reason.
 Birth and care of your newborn child.
 Placement of a child for adoption or foster care with you.
 Care for your spouse, child or parent with a serious health condition.
 Your own serious health condition.
 When your spouse, child or parent who is in the Armed Forces (including the National Guard
or Reserve) has an urgent need for you to take time off from work for a reason related to their
covered active duty or impending call to covered active duty; or
 To care for a military servicemember (or veteran within the past five years) with a serious
injury or illness incurred on active duty, when you are the spouse, child, parent or next of kin
of the servicemember.
1.

We have designated a rolling 12-month period measured backward from the date
an individual uses any FMLA leave as our 12-month period in which the 12
weeks of leave entitlement occurs.

Medical insurance continues during FMLA leave on the same basis as if you had continued to
work. In some cases, you may be able to use paid leave (such as accrued vacation, sick pay, etc.)
at the same time as FMLA. Our FMLA policy contains more detailed information about your
rights and responsibilities. You have been provided with a copy of the policy. If you have
misplaced your copy, we encourage you to obtain another copy of the policy from your
supervisor or the HR Department.
You should also refer to the FMLA poster and the state law poster posted at your worksite.
Among other things, our policy explains our requirements for advance notice before leave, the
payments and procedures you need to follow to continue your medical insurance, periodic callCW Ohio Policy 2013
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ins during leave, certification of the need for leave, and fitness-for-duty certification prior to
returning to work from leave for your own serious health condition. You may obtain leave
request forms from the HR Department.
Other Benefits:
The Company will continue to provide you with your regularly provided benefits, including but
not limited to disability insurance, life insurance, pension plans, and retirement plans. However,
you will continue to be responsible for your portion of the cost. Please contact the Human
Resource department about payment schedule.
Other Family and Medical Leave Under State Law:
Ohio Military Family Leave
As of July 2, 2010, under certain circumstances, Ohio employees will be eligible for Ohio
Military Family Leave. Eligible employees are entitled to up to ten days or eighty hours
(whichever is less) of unpaid leave per calendar year. To be eligible for such leave, you must
meet the following eligibility criteria:
You must have been employed with CW Ohio for at least 12 consecutive months;
You must have worked at least 1,250 hours for CW Ohio in the 12 months immediately
preceding the start of the leave;
You are the parent, spouse or person who has or had legal custody of a person who is a
member of the uniformed services who (1) is called into active duty in the uniformed
services for a period of thirty-one days or more or (2) is injured, wounded or hospitalized
while serving on active duty in the uniformed services;
You give the applicable notice of the leave, as explained further below, to CW Ohio;
The dates on which you take leave under this policy occur no more than two weeks prior
to or one week after the deployment date of your spouse, child, ward or former ward; and
You do not have any other leave available for your use except sick leave or disability
leave.
Definitions
“Active duty” means full-time duty in the active military service of the United States or active
duty pursuant to an executive order of the President of the United States, an act of the Congress
of the Unites States, or a proclamation of the governor. “Active duty” does not include active
duty for training, initial active duty for training, or the period of time for which a person is absent
from a position of employment for the purpose of an examination to determine the fitness of the
person to perform any duty unless such period is contemporaneous with an active duty period.
“Uniformed services” means the armed forces, the Ohio organized militia when engaged in fulltime National Guard duty, the commissioned corps of the public health service, and any other
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category of persons designated by the President of the United States in time of war or
emergency.
Notice
If you are requesting leave because your spouse, child, ward or former ward is called into active
duty, you must give CW Ohio notice of your intended leave at least fourteen days prior to the
start of the leave.
If you are requesting leave because your spouse, child, ward or former ward has been injured,
wounded or hospitalized, you must give CW Ohio notice of your intended leave at least two days
prior to the start of the leave. However, if you receive notice from a representative of the
uniformed services that the injury, wound or hospitalization is of a critical or life-threatening
nature, you may take such leave without providing advance notice to CW Ohio.
Certification
In addition to the required notice, you must provide CW Ohio with certification from the
appropriate military authority verifying the following:
Identifying the member of the uniformed services (1) is called into active duty in the
uniformed services for a period of thirty-one days or more or (2) is injured, wounded or
hospitalized while serving on active duty in the uniformed services;
The date of the call to active duty; and
When applicable, a statement that the injury, wound or hospitalization is of a critical or
life-threatening nature.
The certification need not be provided at the same time that you provide notice of the leave, but
must be provided within a reasonable time thereafter. Please discuss the required certification
with CW Ohio’s Human Resources Department.
Benefits
During military family leave under this policy, CW Ohio will continue to provide you with your
regularly provided benefits, including but not limited to any medical insurance, disability
insurance, life insurance, pension plans, and retirement plans. However, you will continue to be
responsible for your portion of the cost of such benefits. Because leave under this policy is
unpaid, please make arrangements with the Human Resources Department to make arrangements
for payment of your premiums during your leave.
You will also remain eligible for any benefits that you accrued prior to the start of such leave.
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Job Restoration
At the end of your leave, you will be restored either to the position you held prior to the leave or
to a position with equivalent seniority, benefits, pay and other terms and conditions of
employment.
Questions
If you have questions regarding this policy, including your eligibility or the requirements for
such leave, please contact the Human Resources Department.
OHIO PREGNANCY/MATERNITY LEAVE POLICY
Female employees working in Ohio are entitled to a reasonable leave of absence for pregnancy,
childbirth and related medical conditions upon hire. Generally, twelve workweeks will be
considered “reasonable” leave. Leave under this policy is available when medically
recommended and will include time off for pregnancy related complications (including severe
morning sickness) and prenatal care appointments. Deviations from the twelve weeks will be
considered on a case-to-case basis and will take into consideration the employee’s need and
legitimate operational needs.
Employees seeking leave under this policy must submit their request to Human Resources 30
days before the first day of the absence requested. If 30 days advance notice is not possible,
employees must provide notice to Human Resources as soon as practicable (generally within 24
hours of learning of the need for leave). The notice must include the anticipated timing and
duration of the leave. Failure to provide such notice may be grounds for delay of leave.
Employees must also give notice as soon as practicable if the dates of leave change and/or are
extended.
A pregnancy/maternity leave of absence is unpaid. As with FMLA leave, vacation/ sick/PTO
time must be taken concurrently with the leave of absence. Pregnancy/maternity leave shall be
available without regard to FMLA eligibility; however, if the employee is eligible for FMLA
leave, any pregnancy/maternity leave shall run concurrently with FMLA leave. In other words,
FMLA/vacation time does not extend the amount of leave available.
Employees who take a reasonable amount of leave under this policy will generally be returned to
their original position or to a position of like status and pay upon signifying their intent to return
to work.

Jury Duty
We support your civic duty to serve on juries when called. As required by federal law, exempt
employees who work part of a week and perform jury duty the remainder of the week will be
CW Ohio Policy 2013
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paid for the full workweek. For eligible nonexempt employees and for eligible exempt
employees who do not work during the week, paid jury leave may be available. For employees
who have been continuously employed by us for more than 90 days, we provide up to two
workweeks of paid leave per calendar year for jury duty. The amount of pay is your regular wage
minus any actual wages paid for that shift. If you exhaust your paid jury duty leave, you may use
your accrued paid vacation. Any compensation received from the courts must be turned over to
CW Ohio, Inc.
You must notify your supervisor and the HR department as soon as you know the dates of
scheduled jury service. If you are on day shift and you are released from jury service before
lunchtime for your scheduled shift, you must promptly report to work for the remaining portion
of your shift. If you are on the swing or graveyard shift, you must report for the second half of
your shift if you are released from jury service before noon, unless you make other arrangements
with your supervisor. Jury duty request forms are available for the HR Department.
Witness Duty
You must promptly inform your supervisor if you are subpoenaed to appear as a witness in legal
proceedings during work hours. The time off will be unpaid, unless you ask to use accrued paid
vacation. If we subpoena you to appear on the company’s behalf at a legal proceeding, the time
will be counted as hours worked.
Military Leave
Employees who serve in the United States military will be granted a protected leave of absence
in accordance with federal law (the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights
Act, or USERRA). You or your commanding officer must promptly inform your supervisor or
the HR Department as soon as you know the scheduled dates of your military service. We ask
that you provide us with a copy of your orders. If you have any questions or want information on
what is authorized military leave, contact the HR Department.
For military leaves that are 31 days or longer, you have the opportunity to continue the same
medical insurance coverage for yourself, your spouse and your dependent children that you had
on the day prior to the start of your military service. You will receive a notice describing both
your USERRA and COBRA medical continuation rights to continue coverage for a limited time
by self-paying. To elect continuation coverage, follow the instructions in the notice. Contact the
HR Department for information and assistance.
When you are discharged from military service, you will be granted job reinstatement rights in
accordance with federal law. Within the time frames required by federal law, you must inform
the HR Department of your application for reemployment and provide the HR Department with a
copy of your discharge papers. Upon your return to work, USERRA entitles you to immediate
reinstatement of medical insurance coverage for yourself, your spouse and your dependent
children in our health plan. USERRA also entitles you, upon returning to work, to continue your
participation in our pension plan as if you had continued to be employed during the protected
military leave, including an opportunity for you to make up any contributions you would have
made to your 401(k) plan. Please see the HR Department for information and assistance.
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Bereavement Leave
You must be continuously employed by us at least three months to be eligible for paid
bereavement leave. In the event of the death of a close family member, we will grant up to 2
days of paid bereavement leave per employee per occurrence. You must notify your supervisor
as soon as possible of the need for leave. We may require documentation of the death and of the
family relationship. Close family members are defined as spouses, children (biological, adopted,
live-in foster children or live-in stepchildren), parents, parents-in-law, siblings, siblings-in-law,
son/daughter-in-law, grandparents, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, aunts, uncles.
Bone Marrow Donation Leave
Employees who work twenty (20) or more hours per week are entitled to up to forty (40) hours
of unpaid leave for the purposes of donating bone marrow. Verification of donation and the
length of necessary leave may be required by the Company. Reasonable notice of leave must be
provided. Employees may use accrued paid time off for this purpose.
Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault or Stalking Leave
An employee who is a victim of domestic violence, sexual assault or stalking, or is the parent or
guardian of a minor child or dependent who is a victim, may take reasonable, unpaid time off
from work to deal with the violence. To be eligible for the leave, the employee must work for an
employer with six or more employees and have worked for more than 25 hours a week for at
least 180 days prior to the leave.
The leave can be used for any of the following reasons:
To obtain services from a victim services provider for the eligible employee or the
employee’s minor child or dependent;
To seek medical treatment for or to recover from injuries caused by domestic violence or sexual
assault or stalking of the eligible employee or the employee’s minor child or dependent;
To obtain, or to assist a minor child or dependent in obtaining counseling from a licensed
mental health professional related to an experience of domestic violence, sexual assault or
stalking;
To relocate or take steps to secure an existing home to ensure the health and safety of the
eligible employee or the employee’s minor child or dependent; or
To seek legal or law enforcement assistance or remedies to ensure the health and safety of the
employee or the employee’s minor child or dependent, including preparing for and participating
in protective order proceedings or other civil or criminal legal proceedings related to domestic
violence, sexual assault or stalking.
Employees will not be compensated for time away from work for purposes related to domestic
violence, sexual assault or stalking, but may use available vacation and personal time to cover
the period of absence.
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Employees must give reasonable notice of their intention to take time off from work, unless
giving such notice is not feasible. Leave may be limited where it creates an undue hardship on
the Company’s business.
The Company may require certification that the employee or employee’s minor child or
dependent is a victim of domestic violence.

Personal Leave
Requests for unpaid personal leaves of absence will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and
generally will not extend longer than 30 calendar days.
Voting & Election Official Leave
If you need time off to vote on an election day because your work schedule would otherwise
prevent you from being able to vote, inform your supervisor prior to the election day, and you
will be provided a reasonable amount of time off to vote, most likely at the beginning or end of
the scheduled work day. If you are an election official, please inform your supervisor of the
need to take time off from work, prior to any registration or Election Day. Leave for voting
and/or election official duty is unpaid, in accordance with applicable law.
Emergency Response Leave
If you are a volunteer firefighter or a volunteer provider of emergency medical services, and miss
any work because you responded to an emergency prior to reporting to work, you will be granted
such time as unpaid leave, in accordance with applicable law. You must make every effort to
provide notice to your supervisor prior to the beginning of your work shift if you will be late or
absent from work because of being dispatched to an emergency. If advance notification is not
possible, you must provide your supervisor with a written explanation from the chief of the
volunteer fire department or the director of the EMS service. To qualify for this type of leave, an
employee must submit written notification to CW Ohio no later than 30 days after being certified
as a volunteer firefighter or a volunteer emergency services provider.

Auditory Devices in Work Areas
This policy governs the use of the radios, computers, or any other electronic, battery operated,
etc. device an employee could listen to while performing or carrying out normal work
duties/functions.
In this regard, background music or general radio stations that play music and may air either
weather and or news broadcasts are permitted as long as: one, the volume is not at a level as to
be distracting to coworkers, and possibly create an unsafe working environment; two, the
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broadcast does not use offensive language and number three, there are no song lyrics which
could offend coworkers. In this regard, talk show radio programs are not permitted to be played
at any workstation or in any work area due to the nature of this type of programming. As people
do call in with comments and opinions and, as the topics can vary from political to very
controversial, the company believes this programming would be a distraction that can lead to
mistakes and/or possibly compromise the safety of coworkers and thus the prohibition.

Purchases of Work Clothing for Employees Required to Work Outside in Inclement Weather
The company will purchase clothing for employees required to work outside during inclement
weather. Please ask your supervisor or manager about whether or not you are eligible for this
program, and to provide you with more information about how to participate in this program.

If You Must Leave Us
Should you decide to leave the Company, we request that you provide your Supervisor with at
least two (2) weeks advance notice of your departure. Your thoughtfulness will be appreciated.
All Company property including, but not limited to, keys, security cards, parking passes, laptop
computers, fax machines, uniforms, etc. must be returned at separation. Employees also must
return all of the Company’s Confidential Information upon separation. To the extent permitted
by law, employees will be required to repay the Company (through payroll deduction, if lawful)
for any lost or damaged Company property.
As noted previously, all employees are employed at-will and nothing in this handbook changes
that status.
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